PRODUCTINFORMATION

ES
Artikel nr: 7636
Thickened environmentally friendly paint remover , take if you wish, layer after layer .
ES is a user-friendly paint remover for use indoors and outdoors, for example wood, stone , metal. ES requires dry
surface during application and duration of action. ES contains organic solvents which both solves and brings the vast
majority of colors, including acrylic, alkyd , linseed oil, phenol resins , polyvinyl acetate , styrene, urethane, amines,
cellulose paints, epoxy, white lead .
ES is readily biodegradable. Etches not " modern " glass (except plexiglass ) . ES, however, a temperature sensitive
product . Best temperature +20 +30 º C. The lowest temp. +10 º C. Ev . add heat , but maximum 60 º C. Protect
sensitive nature and objects that can not be treated. Tarpaulin light ?
TREATMENT SURFACE:
Do not process the surface before with high-pressure water, without applying concentrated ES on pristine dry surface
with airless paint sprayer min. 200 bar for larger areas , alt . brush that is used as a putty knife. Apply superfluous
and even thickness , surface color without pressing the shutter colorless , always from the bottom up . On the smaller
details can brush / spatula or cloth used. Major details are added in the bath. Let stand until the paint is dissolved.
Reaction time from 15 minutes to 48 hours, giving a controlled color solution , layer after layer of different colors.
Caution should be taken if the surface underneath is linoleum, vinyl , pvc or other plastic surface
.
ES method of standing surface
recommendation :
1 ) applying a bottom-up 'normal' stock as
attachment layer , 0.1-0.2 l / sqm / stock of ES .
2) Wait 10-20 minutes, apply again superfluous and
even thickness outside of the first coat , 0.4-0.5 l /
sq / / store.
As the weather (except the roof ) , the odor and for
better wetting, attachment UV safe thin plastic wrap
from the bottom up . We recommend 3M Scotch Blue
Painters Tape , 2090FRS -M or L , or equivalent
outside. Avoid air bubbles , and let the foil attached
statically on the paint remover , bottom to top .
Manage the foil carefully. Use a wallpaper brush
gently outside the foil from the bottom up .
Dense at the top of the plastic film horizontally
against rain by a suitable waterproof adhesive tape .
3) If necessary, after one day and the plastic
removed, further laying on the outside of the first
few layers. The plastic on . ES wipe out the
excessive hot surface , such as on the tin roof over
weekend. However, you can dissolve the ES with
additional application on top.
Our recommendation outdoors : Apply early
morning. Then you have the most control of the
temperature / time and weather . And ev . additional
protection for the dew and rain, heat , light tarp ?
Reaction time :
Add heat to achieve the best results. Monitor the
duration the first time and note the circumstances to
succeed best.
After duration of action:
The scraper must be adapted to the substrate. Use
appropriate tools, from plastic knife , nail brush ,
click scraper, to ergonomic Bahco electricity. Like! .
scrape with wavy metal blade or squeegee . Rinse
with warm water up to 90 º C and eg fungi. Allow to
dry thoroughly . No rotating water jets against wood
fibers ! See also more about the ES method,
www.takcare.se
Materials: Calculate with 0.5-0.7 l / square meter
warehouse, depending on temperature and
coating thickness.

Technical data:
• Viscous yellowish liquid
• Available in 1, 5, 10 and 25 liter plastic containers
• Specific weight 0.99 kg / liter. • Low odor ,
however, varies a little with different lot in the
ingredients
• Flash point 80 ° C
• Contains: N-ethyl- 2-pyrrolidone ( NEP)
Storage
Store in original closed container at room
temperature.
durability
Approximately 24 month. unopened .
Protective
Always wear close-fitting eye protection and
appropriate gloves , such as PVC that is
discarded after the day's end.
Provide adequate ventilation when paint removal in
confined space.
Risk of serious damage to eyes.
The product is not classified as dangerous goods .
Keep from freezing , however dark and cool .
Environmental Considerations : If possible, take care
of the old paint on environmentally sound.
manner when it is encased in the thickened pulp
with colorless successor

labeling
irritant
Protect sensitive nature and gullies . Tip: Denios
Environmental Protection & Safety,
www.denios.se .
Incidentally : Light Covers .
Before You take care of the dissolved color should /
should you check with local authorities which
rules apply .
See safety data sheet on www.takcare.se
Let time do the job !

. This product information is intended as a guide of the product handling,
Why takcare not give any guarantee for the result achieved. Applicator of product shall carry out testing and be responsible for the result.
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